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retrieval system, without permission from the authors.
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Department of Education.
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Growing: Birth to Three is published as a rescurce to those providing services
to families with young children between birth and three years of age. These
materials are neither exclusive nor all inclusive and are not intended to limit
providers to the suggestions, procedures, and practices contained herein.

This package of materials may be used by anyone desiring to do so, and every
effort has been made to assure the accuracy and reliability of the information
contained herein. However, the authors and CESA 5 make no representation,
warranty, or guarantee in connection with the publication of Growing: Birth to
Three, and hereby, expressly disclaim any liability or responsibility for injury
resulting from its use.

Throughout these materials specific gender terms are used when referring to
parents, children, and interventionists. This style is chosen for ease of
readability only and is not intended to imply limitation or exclusion of either
gender related to the specific example.
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Purpose

GROWING: BIRTH TO THREE FACT SHEET

These materials are designed to
support an ecological intervention
system for families and their children
between birth and three. Four
premises guided the development of
these materials:

Suggested Order For Review

PIECING IT `._L TOGETHER

describes the research and
literature foundation for Growing:
Birth to Three

introduces the pails of Growing:
Birth to Three

ECOLOGICAL PLANNER
directions for use of Growing:
Birth to Three

Part I Conversation, Observation,
Planning Forms

Part ll Developmental Observation
Guide

QUICK REFERENCE

If You Need This Information

1. Intervention is guided by the family

2. Parent-child interactions are the
heart of early intervention

3. Family rituals, daily routines, and
play reflect the patterns of family
life and are the medium into which
Intervention is embedded

4. Recorded ongoing observations
and conversations between parents
and interventionists are the basis
for intervention decisions

MASTER FORMS
reproducible forms to assist in
gathering important family informa-
tion and documenting child/family
change

includes forms for recording
Information gathered during
conversations.and observations,
developing a family generated
service plan, and developing
intervention suggestions responsive
to each family

INTERACTIVE GROW PACK
suggestions for facilitating mutually
satisfying interactions between
parents/caregivers and children

strategies for interactive communi-
cation with cargivers

36 Daily Routine Situation Ex-
amples illustrate use of interactive
communication strategies in
intervention

INTERACTIONS AND DAILY
ROUTINES BOOKS

four books correlated with the
sections of the Developmental
Observation Guide

suggestions for interactive and
daily routine activities to help
support child/family goals

activities are individualized for each
family.through use of activity
planning sheets

NURTURING JOURNALS
two Journals for use by parents or
primary caregivers

open-ended questions and state-
ments help parens reflect on the
process of parenting

includes information on child
nutrition and immunizations

See These Items If You Need This Information See These Items

1. An understanding of the Piecing It All Together
research base and rationale
for these materials

2. A quick overview of the
intervention planning
process using these
materials

3. What to do when beginning
intervention with a family

4. How to conduct and
document observations
and informal interviews
with families

5. How to respond to the
famlly's concerns about the
development and matura-
tion of their child

Review the Flow Chart at
the beginning of every book

Ecological Planner
Interactive Grow Pack

Ecological Planner
Interactive Grow Pack

Ecological Planner

7

6. How to explain wily
certain skills and behav-
iors are important

7. How to observe and
respond to the interactive
behaviors of the child and
family

8. How to develop the
individual family service
plan

9. How to develop daily
routine and interactive
activities with families

10.How to help parents
reilect on and record their
thoughts about parenting

Interactions and Daily
Routines Books

Interactive Grow Pack
Ecological Planner

Ecological Planner
Nurturing Journals
Interactive Grow Pack

Interactions and Daily
Routines Books

Ecological Planner

Nurturing Journals



PIECING IT ALL TOGETHER

INTRODUCTION

growing: Birth to Three is a
system of materials designed to
support family guided intervention
and may be best understood through
comparison with a quilt. The multiple
fabrics, designs, and textures of a quilt
are analogous to the many pieces of
information, the conversations, and the
observations that occur between a fam-
ily and an interventionist during the
intervention process. Growing: Birth to
Three offers formats and strategies to
incorporate the multifaceted perspective
of families into an intervention process
which is ecological, interactive, and
family guided. Piecing It All Together
describes the research and literature
foundation for Growing: Birth to Three.
This foundation is described through a
discussion of the basic premises that
helped guide the development of Grow-
ing: Birth to Three and a description of
the materials.

A number of unique features charac-
terize Growing: Birth to Three. The
materials provide a prototype for an
intervention process which begins with
the parent rather than the child, and
which focuses on parent-child interac-
tions occurring within the family as

well as the larger community.
The suggested process is

sensitive to family uniqueness,
accepting each family's individual

plan for childrearing and facilitating
the development of their child. The
extensive use of observation and conver-
sations with the family helps assure
that the intervention is guided by the
family and incorporated into their
individual lifestyle. The Growing: Birth
to Three materials can help acknowl-
edge and respond to the importance of
multiple environmental influences on
child and family life, the power and
influence of interactions between parent
and child, and the rights of families to
fully guide the course and shape the
content of the intervention program
(Turnbull and Turnbull, 1985, 1990).

Who Is It For!

The design of Growing: Birth to Three
makes it appropriate for a wide variety
of programs serving children from birth
to three and involving families as an
integral part of the intervention pro-
cess. This includes, but is not limited
to, early interventionists working with

1 GROWING: PIECING IT ALL TOGETHER
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children with disabilities and their
families, therapists working with chil-
dren and their families, Head Start
Parent Child Centers and migrant
programs, day care centers, family day
care providers, family resource centers,
social workers, and hospital personnel
working with infants and premature
babies. The materials are also useful as
a training tool in university personnel
preparation programs for early inter-
vention, social work, nursing, and other
related disciplines. As with any materi-
als and intervention process, training
and supervision are essential to insure
efficacy and quality of intervention
activities.

How Will It Impact the Field of
Early Intervention?

Growing: Birth to Three has wide-
reaching potential for interventionists,
families, and children.

For interventionists, Growing: Birth to
Three:

provides a set of materials which
supports family guided services
helps organize the complexity of
intervention
provides a way to support positive
parent-child interactions
offers a structure and framework for
ecological intervention
suggests strategies to enhance par-
ent-interventionist interacE, ns and
communication
encourages a cultural match be-
tween each family and the interven-
tion approaches

For families, Growing: Birth to Three:

ingziures that what is important to the
family becomes the intervention plan
gives credit to the family and their
environment as the optimal setting
for infant growth and development
builds on each family's routines and
rituals as defined by their familial
cultural code (Sameroff and Fiese,
1990)
helps the family better understand
how to observe their child so they
can better anticipate and support
the next steps in development
makes life easier for caregivers as
they address their child's develop-
mental needs within their daily
routines and rituals
assists caregivers in supporting the
child's development within everyday
activities
respects and builds on existing
parent-child interactions
prc-rides a journal for the family to
use to reflect upon their relationship
with their child

For children, Growing: Birth to Three:

recognizes children as active partici-
pants in their own development
recognizes the influence of the fam-
ily, other caregivers, maturational
factors, environments, and the inter-
ventionist on the development of
children
offers opportunities for development
within the context of play, daily
routines, and family rituals
keeps children within the family
system, rather than isolating them
for developmental activities

2 GROWING: PIECING IT ALL TOGETHER



recognizes that development is
unique to each child, and develop-
mental competence is defined by
each child's familial and cultural
experience (Sameroff and Fiese,
1990)

The development of Growing: Birth
to Three can be compared to the process
of creating a handcrafted quilt. Typi-
cally, quilters refer to patterns and
designs which have been developed by
other experts and use their own creativ-
ity and experience in selecting specific
fabrics and color combinations to create
a unique piece of work that represents
the style and skills of the quilt maker.
Likewise, thie developers of Growing:
Birth to Three referred to current re-
search and literature on child develop-
ment and intervention to create the
foundation for these materials. In
addition, more than thirty years of s

combined experience in providing fam-
ily centered intervention guided the
development of this product, resulting
in a unique system of materials sensi-
tive to the complexity of both families
and the intervention process. This
research and experiential foundation
has resulted in four basic premises
upon which Growing: Birth to Three is
based.

1. Intervention is guided by the family.

2. Parent-child interactions are the
heart of early intervention.

3. Family rituals, daily routines, and
play reflect the patterns of family
life and are the medium into which
intervention is embedded.

4. Recorded ongoing observations and

conversations between parents and
intArventionists are the basis for
intervention decisions.

Each of these premises is discussed
here.

BASIC PREMISE NUMBER ONE:
Intervention is guided by the family

Families today differ widely in composi-
tion, values, resources, and needs. Each
family is unique in their culture, their
concerns and needs relative to interven-
tion, and how they wish intervention to
be carried out within their family. The
recognition of the influence of ethnic
and cultural diversity on our under-
standing of development has led to the
effort to avoid imposing one cultural
developmental agenda on all families in
favor of accepting the family's own plan
for childrearing and facilitating devel-
opment (Turnbull and Turnbull, 1986).
Family guided intervention follows the
family's lead in order to respect not only
the child's development and matura-
tion, but also the family's definition of
what developmental issues are impor-
tant for them.

Research on intervention effects in
programs for infants reveals more posi-
tive results, as measured by child devel-
opmental change, in those programs
which focused on child and family. The
level of active engagement of families in
the intervention process is linked to the
impact of intervention (Meisels, 1992).
Intrafamilial and informal support
accounted for a significant number of
outcome variables related to child,

3 GROWING: PIECING IT ALL TOGETHER
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parent, and family functioning, whereas
traditional early intervention which
focused only on the child accounted for
only one of ten outcome variables.
Dunst suggests that these research
results, as well as other studies, "pro-
vide support for the broad-based social
system definition of intervention"
(Dunst, Trivette, and Deal, 1988).

Growing: Birth to Three is not de-
signed to give simple intervention solu-
tions to complex situations. The materi-
als are designed to encourage the inter-
ventionist to join with the family, to
listen and observe, to ask the right
questions, and to learn from the family's
history, perceptions, dreams, fears, and
expectations. The intervention process
suggested by these materials fosters a
three-pronged approach that recognizes
and builds on existing strengths in the
family, assists the family in identifying
and meeting their goals, and supports
the child's development and parent-
child interactions. Through this pro-
cess, the parents and interventionist
together determine how the program
can best provide what the family wants
(Dunst, Trivette,and Deal, 1988; Bailey,
1987; Salisbury, Vincent, Gorrafa, 1987;
Strain, 1987). As Sameroff and Fiese
(1990) state:

It is beyond the scope of even the
most ambitious intervention program
to manipulate all the parameters
that influence child development.
The alternative is to understand
determinants of development in
sufficient degree to choose a level of
complexity appropriate to the prob-
lem to be solved, the developmental

stages of the child and family, and
available supports.

Research into developmental out-
comes for young children with neuro-
logical damage (Parmelee and Sigman,
1984), mental health disorders (Rutter,
1979), and a combination of biological
and family risk factors (Sameroff,
Seifer, Barocas, Zax, and Greenspan,
1987) has demonstrated conclusively
that it is the effect of multiple risk
factors, rather than the existence of a
single biological, psychological, or envi-
ronmental factor, which results in
adverse developmental outcome
(Sameroff and Chandler, 1975;
Sameroff, Seifer, Barocas, Zax, and
Greenspan, 1987; Siders, Riall,
Campbell, and Crow, 1987; Vincent,
Salisbury, Strain, McCormick, and
Tessier, 1990). The elimination of
accumulating risks.to optimal develop-
mental outcome therefore becomes the
goal of intervention, rather than the
teaching of developmental skills and
milestones (Parmelee and Haber, 1973;
Rutter, 1979; Greenspan, 1981). Recog-
nizing the complexity of intervention,
Growing: Birth to Three takes a trans-
actional and ecological approach to
family guided intervention.

The transactional model (Sameroff
and Fiese, 1990) supports a comprehen-
sive and ecological approach to early
intervention. The focus of early inter-
vention has shifted from a child-ori-
ented perspective to one which reflects
an emphasis on the ecology of the fam-
ily and community, as described by
Broffenbrenner (Broffenbrenner, 1979;

4 GROWING: PIECING IT ALL TOGETHER
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Sameroff and Fiese, 1990). This ap-
proach, supported both in human ecol-
ogy theory and family systems theory
(Carter and McGoldrick, 1980), exam-
ines multiple systems, including the
family, its culture, and roles of mem-
bers.; the neighborhood and community;
and the larger society in which we all
live. These systems all interact and
influence each other and cannot be
treated in isolation. The ecological
approach is reflected in recent legisla-
tion, Public Law 99-457 and subsequent
reauthorizations. Sections of this law
specifically relating to programs for
children with disabilities between the
ages of birth and three mandate that
services be family centered and that
intervention address the broader con-
text of family and community. An
Individual Family Service Plan (IFSP)
identifying family resources, priorities,
and concerns guides the intervention
process described through this legisla-
tion.

Growing: Birth to Three offers a
practical application of the transac-
tional model of intervention (Sameroff
and Chandler, 1975) as applied to the
interactive patterns of family life with
infants by Sameroff and Fiese (1990).
The transactional model proposes that
parents and infants influence each
other reciprocally and continuously over
time. This process of influence is car-
ried out within an environmental con-
text which is also reciprocally influenc-
ing and influenced.

The transactional model describes
significant, ongoing exchanges between
parents and their children, lasting from

moment to moment and extending to a
lifetime. As Sameroff and Fiese define
it, "Whenever parents change their way
of thinking about or behaving toward
the child as a result of something the
child does, a transaction has occurred"
(Sameroff and Fiese, 1990). A transac-
tion also occurs when a child changes as
a result of interacting with the parents
and others in the environment. The two
important characteristics of transac-
tions are that they are changes in be-
havior or attitude contingent on the
actions of the others in the environ-
ment, and that transactions occur
across time, from one event or mutual
experience to the next, so that the influ-
ence is continuing. This process of
influence occurs within an environment
which is influenced by the child and
family and which influences the par-
ents' attitudes toward the child's devel-
opment and the child's opportunities to
experience the world. Not only is the
child's developmental status continually
changing, but the cultural and environ-
mental influences are determining and
changing the experiences of the family
in a dynamic interplay of environment
and culture, parent-child interaction,
and individual parent and child learn-
ing and development.

Growing: Birth to Three supports
sensitivity to each family's uniqueness
by providing a format that insures that
the family guides the intervention.
Emphasis is placed on conversing with
families through open-ended formats to
gather information which directs the
intervention process. The materials
also offer means for parents to reflect on

5 , GROWING: PIECING IT ALL TOGETHER
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family and child issues which they may
wish to discuss with the interventionist.
The process recognizes the importance
of the many environments which influ-
ence the family and supports interven-
tion across these environments.

BASIC PREMISE NUMBER TWO:
Parent-child interactions are the
heart of early intervention

Growing: Birth to Three places the
family and the nurturing of parent-
child interactions at the heart of the
intervention process. It considers how
the parents understand and empathize
with their child's capacity to develop,
and what personal strengths, knowl-
edge, and resources the parents have
available to help them facilitate the
child's developmental agenda
(Greenspan, 1990; Norris, 1991; Dunst,
1988). The Growing: Birth to Three
materials support taking an in-depth
view of parent-child interactions, recog-
nizing that the daily interactions that
occur between a caregiver and child are
a primary influence on the developmen-
tal outcomes of that child (Beckwith,
1976; Barnard, Booth, Mitchell,
Telzrow, 1988). This emphasis is consis-
tent with research in the field of early
intervention. Interpreting Vygotsky,
Kaye suggests that parents create
persons by responding as if the infant's
expressions are more meaningful than
they are (Kaye, 1982). Trevarthen
(1988) asserts that even newborns are
"primed" for "good mothering", as evi-
denced by "excessive sleep, inertia, and
silence when affectionate human care is

withheld." Early attachment relation-
ships critically influence personality
development (Bowlby, 1969) and inter-
actions with sensitive, predictable, and
responsive adults allows infants to
develop an idea of their own competence
(Watson, 1972; Watson and Ramey,
1972). The parents' environmental
accommodations in response to the
infant's communications promote the
understanding of social contingencies
and effect behaviors such as smiling,
holding, talking, and looking (Emde,
1980). Mothers who respond promptly
to their infant's cries have children who
cry less and communicate more (Bell,
Ainsworth, 1972; Crockenberg and
McCluskey, 1986). Children who form
strong attachments to primary caregiv-
ers show less distress and positive
differences in task persistence, quality
of play, and problem solving (Sroufe
and Fleeson, 1986).

Parents and children may experi-
ence difficulty relating due to a variety
of possible risk factors, biological or
emotional vulnerability, or the mis-
match of temperament and style. The
challenge in such a circumstance is to
find and nurture the interactive pat-
terns that are adequate and satisfying
and then attempt to facilitate an in-
crease in their occurrence so that they
compete with and replace less satisfying
transactions.

The techniques put forth in Grow-
ing: Birth to Three are designed to
assist interventionists in meeting this
challenge. The intervention process is
not intended to intrude upon or judge
the family's patterns of interaction. The

6 GROWING: PIECING IT ALL TOGETHER
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role of the interventionist is to join with
the family in finding interactive
strengths, provide requested or func-
tional information, and support the
family's efforts to optimize their child's
developmental outcomes and their
individual competence in their
parenting role. The interventionist
works in partnership with parents to
provide a bridge or scaffold (Kaye, 1982;
Vygotsky, 1967, 1978) when needed to
assist them as they support the next
steps in their child's development or
strive to attain other family goals.

Growing: Birth to Three supports
and encourages naturalistic parent-
child interactions by embedding activi-
ties into the family's natural environ-
ment and interaction style. The work of
Mahoney supports the importance of
parents as interactive partners. A
series of research studies used a mea-
sure of parent directiveness developed
by Kaye and Charney (1980, 1981) to
identify aspects of parent-child interac-
tions which are most predictive of com-
petence in early childhood (Mahoney,
Robinson, and Powell, 1992). The stud-
ies were based on the observation that
parents of young children with develop-
mental delays and disabilities often
adopt a highly directive and perfor-
mance-focused style of interaction,
which has been shown to produce less
optimal developmental outcomes in
normally developing young children.
Results indicate that children with
disabilities achieve optimal rates of
development when adults are respon-
sive, child-oriented, non-directive, and
not instructionally oriented, perhaps

because the parents' style of interaction
influences children's intrinsic or devel-
opmental motivation. These findings
replicate reports from investigations of
parents' interactions with normally
developing children (Bell and
Ainsworth, 1972; Yarrow, Rubenstein,
and Pederson, 1975).

BASIC PREMISE NUMBER THREE:
Family rituals, daily routines, and
play reflect the patterns of family
life and are the medium into which
intervention is embedded

One of the ideas which guided develop-
ment of Growing: Birth to Three was
that family culture and environment
influence the selection of intervention
goals and the means for reaching the
goals (Hanson and Lynch, 1992). Cul-
tural codes organize and regulate a
society's childrearing system. These
cultural codes operate within each
family to help the family organize and
relate to the society as a whole. The
family codes are demonstrated through
family rituals, stories, beliefs, and
myths about the family (Sameroff and
Fiese, 1990). The family guided inter-
vention process blends into these exist-
ing cultural and family codes, rather
than creating disruptions and intrusion
within the family.

Growing: Birth to Three suggests
that the interventionist listen, watch,
and then respond with intervention
ideas which are organized around typi-
cal daily routines. These activities can
be adapted to fit each individual
family's specific routines so that they
aren't a burden on the family. Daily

7 GROWING: PIECING IT ALL TOGETHER
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routines and rituals provide opportuni-
ties to explore and practice new behav-
iors in a wide variety of situations,
giving the child a chance to generalize
and maintain behaviors that will sup-
port functional competence throughout
life.

Play activities within the family
offer additional opportunities for sup-
porting intervention goals. Growing:
Birth to Three emphasizes the impor-
tance of play in the family, encouraging
parents and family members to observe
and join the child's play in ways that
are interactive and reflective of the
child's motivation and interests, as well
as the child's developmental capabilities
(Norris, 1991). Through play, the child
develops cognitive, social, emotional,
motor, and language competence
(Westby, 1991; Fenson, 1986; Slade,
1987; Vygotsky, 1978). It offers the
young child important opportunities to
develop a sense of personal control; to
practice and integrate behaviors, skills,
and goal-directed activities; and to
assimilate and experiment with rules,
constraints, and strategies (Bruner,
1973; Vygotsky, 1967). Play is motivat-
ing and can be used as a means of
encouraging cooperation, has potential
for carryover with readily available toys
and/or interactions with family mem-
bers, and facilitates integration of sen-
sory information (Rast, 1984; Manolson,
1984; Musselwhite, 1986).

Growing: Birth to Three takes an
ecological approach through interven-
tion activity suggestions that are em-
bedded within daily routines and ritu-
als of family life. Interactive strategies

are provided that can heip the family
support the child's engagement with
objects and people in the environment.
The interactive communication strate-
gies in the Interactive Grow Pack assist
the interventionist to support and influ-
ence mutually positive play and interac-
tive experiences between caregivers and
children.

BASIC PREMISE NUMBER FOUR:
Recorded ongoing observations and
conversations between parents and
interventionist are the basis for
intervention decisions

Record keeping is a necessary part of
planning and service provision. How-
ever, the interactions between families
and professionals prior to, and during,
goal planning and program implemen-
tation are of critical importance. Estab-
lishing a positive, trusting, and collabo-
rative relationship with families is
necessary to assure beneficial outcomes
for the family (Bailey, Winton, Rouse,
Turnbull, 1990). If this mutual trust
and interaction does not occur, informa-
tion gathering and intervention in
general are likely to have little meaning
and less than optimal success.

Recognition of the complex system of
variables that are influenced by inter-
vention challenges the field of early
intervention to devise appropriate
systems to document change (Baird,
Hass, McCormick, Corrith, and Turner,
1992). Variables present in the family
system are not easy to control and
methods for their measurement are not
widely available.

8 GROWING: PIECING IT ALL TOGETHER
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Traditional clinical treatment pro-
grams can be readily measured; when
the child makes measurable develop-
mental progress the professional feels
rewarded. Conventional tools used in
early intervention are based on profes-
sional definitions of appropriate
childrearing environments and child
development skills. Parents often have
little opportunity to state their own
opinion of appropriate environments,
routines, and rituals that may foster
optimal development within their fam-
ily. In addition, interventionists must
realize that their own personal experi-
ence base and value system will impact
the accuracy of the data tollected. The
observations made and data collected
may be influenced by interpretive and
cultural bias (Baird, Hass, McCormick,
Corrith, and Turner, 1992).

Growing: Birth to Three attempts to
address the challenge of appropriate
data collection in a number of ways.
Rather than look only at developmental

DESCRIPTION OF
GROWING: BIRTH TO THREE

Growing: Birth to Three consists of a
number of distinct pieces which support
a continuous, individualized curriculum
planning and intervention process.
This five-step process will focus on
family-generated goals and the selection

milestones for the child, Growing: Birth
to Three provides a format for informa-
tion collection relative to environments,
including formal and informal family
support systems; interactions; develop-
ment of the child; and parent satisfac-
tion. Forms are provided to help the
interventionist work with the family to
gather information over time about the
child, the interactions within the fam-
ily, and the environment. This informa-
tion guides the interventionist to ask
the appropriate questions and to gain a
deeper understanding of the family.
Ongoing communication with the family
insures the flexibility and fluidity of
intervention as new information is
incorporated into the family service
plan according to the changing priori-
ties and perceptions of the family mem-
bers. Progress toward the achievement
of family generated goals is documented
and monitored through this family
service plan.

of interventions which reflect the
family's perspective, history, wishes,
and resources. The following flow chart
identifies the specific Growing: Birth to
Three materials to be used in each step
of the process.

9 GROWING: PIECING IT ALL TOGETHER
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A system of materials developed to support the
process of ecological i tervention.

Step 5
DETERMINING
NEW GOALS

Ecological Planner
Interactive
Grow Pack
Nurturing Journals

Step 4
DOCUMENTING
& MONITORING
PROGRESS

Ecological Planner
Intervention Planning
Forms

The Growing: Birth to
Three materials will be
described briefly in this section.
A more detailed description of their use
can be found in the Ecological Planner.

,

r
Jiriiirth to Three

\
Step 3

FAMILY GUIDED
INTERVENTION

Interactions & Daily
Routines Books
Interactive Grow Pack
Nurturing Journals
Intervention Planning
Forms

Ecological Planner
Part I of the Ecological Planner

suggests guidelines for observation and
communication, provides a way to docu-
ment transactions across time, and
offers a selection of formats for indi-
vidualized intervention planning. This
collection of materials is designed to
help gather an:.: acknowledge the impor-
tant information shared by the family,
and to reflect the goals and activities
the family wants to address through
intervention. The forms and sugges-

Step 1
GATHERING AND
RECORDING
INFORMATION

Ecological Planner
Nurturing Journals
Interactive Grow Pack

Step 2
DETERMINING
FUNCTIONAL GOALS
AND OBJECTIVES
WITH FAMILY

Ecological Planner
Nurturing Journals
Interactive Grow Pack

tions provided in Part I can help
organize the information relative
to:

environmental supports and re-
sources available to the family;
caregiver-child interaction patterns;
the child's current developmental
profile;
caregiver perceptions of strengths
and needs of the family;
caregiver goals, expectations, and
wishes.

Part II of the Ecologicai Planner is
called the Developmental Observation
Guide. This Guide provides an in-
depth, developmentally sequenced
series of behaviors that children fre-
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quently display from birth through
thirty-six months. It is designed to
assist caregivers to predict and antici-
pate the next steps in development so
they can prepare to best support their
child's progress through daily routines,
rituals, and play interactions. The
Guide is not intended to be used as a
checklist, nor is it to be completed in its
entirety for each child. Parental priori-
ties and previous medical/educational
recommendations, along with interven-
tionist observations and the information
gathered during visits with the family,
help to identify the sections of the
Guide to be completed at a given time.
These sections contain the developmen-
tal information related to the expressed
concerns and interests of the family.
The developmental information identi-
fied in a selected section will contribute
to that part of the individualized cur-
riculum plan designed to facilitate the
child's success in daily family and com-
munity activities. It should be noted
that the developmental information is
only a small part of what the family
may determine as important goals for
their intervention plan. This family
guided process helps insure that the
services provided match what the fam-
ily has said they want from interven-
tion.

The Developmental Observation
Guide is organized into eleven sections,
each of which is briefly described here.

A. I've Arrived! Are You Ready?
(Premature Infants and
Newborns) This section provides
support for parent observations and
information to help parents redog-

nize the sometimes subtle and am-
biguous cues that premature infants
and newborns offer (Bromwich,
1981). It is designed to help parents
respond to all the things the baby is
beginning todo, and draws parents'
attention to the infant's capacity for
sensory and motor communication.

B. I'm Hungry (Oral Motor Develop-
ment) This section addresses the
development of feeding patterns,
which can influence mutually satis-
fying parent-child interactions and
future language skills. As Barnard,
Hammond, Booth, and colleagues
(1989) state: "Interactions involved
in normal feeding propel an infant
from a state of isolation and self-
absorption to an active engagement
with other people and the world.
High quality feeding interactions
during the first years of life tend to
be positively linked to the child's
subsequent cognitive and linguistic
competence and to more secure at-
tachments to major caregivers."

C. Using My Senses (Organization of
Sensory Information) The sensory
system's crucial contribution to later
development is highlighted in this
section. The behaviors included here
point out the amazing variety of
organized responses an infant pos-
sesses or learns in order to control
both self and the outside world
(Greenspan, 1990).

D. I'm Catching On (Object Perma-
nence/Individuation/Self-Esteem)
This section focuses on the child
learning to form expectations about
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the continuing existence of people
and objects and to distinguish be-
tween self and others (Piaget, 1952).
These awarenesses build the child's
confidence and self-esteem.

E. Understanding My World (Recep-
tive LanguagelAttentionlCogni-
tion) This section highlights the
importance of developing shared
meaning between child and family.
As the caregiver attributes meaning
to the child's actions and vocaliza-
tions and responds contingently, the
child learns ways to think about,
explore, and communicate about the
world.

F. Finding My Voice (Communica-
tion [gesture, vocallICognition)
Realizing that it is impossible to
separate social, cognitive, and com-
municative development, the impor-
tance of interactive fit between the
child and the caregiving environ-
ment is considered in this section.
Developing relatedness, contingent
responsiveness, turntaking, two-way
communication, establishing shared
meaning, and communicative intent
and motivation are the focus of
observations relative to this section
(Norris, 1991; Mahoney and Powell,
1986).

G. Who's In Charge? (Cause and
EffectlGaining Control) This
section begins with self-protective
acts like turning away and crying,
and then moves to the essential non-
verbal signals which establish the
ground rules between infants and
parents. Greenspan (1990) has

demonstrated that young children
learn to adjust their behavior to the
parents' non-verbal gestures and
facial expressions before their first
birthday. This self-awareness is
rapidly transformed into the delight-
ful understanding that the child can
make things happen, as the infant
begins to understand how actions on
objects or people can produce inter-
esting and complex results (Piaget,
1952).

H. I'm Getting Organized (Function!
TimelClassification) Babies use
their developing skills in perception,
discrimination, and exploration to
organize what they know about their
world. Even newborns have some
ability to recognize that objects
belong to different categories, at
least that some are similar and some
dissimilar (Mandler, 1983). This
gives babies a "road map" or founda-
tion for understanding and catego-
rizing objects and people in the
environment, anticipating changes
in schedule or daily routines and,
later, pairing language symbols with
the classifications made regarding
objects, their function, unique
properties,and similarities.

I. I'd Rather Do It Myself (Fedingl
DressinglDeveloping Indepen-
dence) This section includes the
actions and activities usually found
under the heading of "Self-help" and
includes the child's motivation for
independence and mastery (Yarrow,
1981).
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J. On The Move (Large Muscle De-
velopment) Behaviors in this sec-
tion focus on early motor progres-
sions as prerequisites for more com-
plex motor skills. Weight shifting,
balance, coordination, and body
positioning are emphasized, as well
as the sequencing of movements to
accomplish a goal, such as ball play
or jumping.

K Using My Hands (Small Muscle
Development) The child's ability to
coordinate small muscle movements
for critical exploration and mastery
of the environment is addressed
here.

The two-part Ecological Planner
supports the family guided process. The
Developmental Observation Guide is to
be used over time to help parents better
understand and predict their child's
next steps in development and respond
in ways that facilitate growth. These
goals, along with other family-identified
goals, may gain or lose a priority posi-
tion due to continuously changing cir-
cumstance in the family's life. In this
process the family, in collaboration with
the interventionist, determines when a
goal is accomplished and when new
things need to happen. The forms and
suggestions included in Part I of the
Ecological Planner can be used to
facilitate this process.

Developmental Observation Guide
A I VE ARRIVED.

Lk ARE YOU READY?

I'VE ARRIVED! ARE YOU READY?
Premature Infants & Newborns (over 32 weeks gestation)

Davolopmantal
Rang As your child grows hersh will . Thongs to consodr

49 1 0
ommnt

I'm Awake 1. Maintain body in flexed posi-
tion, legs and arms bent.

2. Wake up slowly.

3. Have limited energy; weak
sucking strength.

4. Usually have fisted hands.

5. Startle to sudden sound,
touch.

6. Have arrhythmic (burst,
pause) breathing patterns,
especially when feeding or
excited.

7. Avoid bright lights.

8. Arch, sneeze, yawn, look away
to *void stimulation.

9. Cover eyes, face. spread fin-
gers. or frown to show discom-
fort.

In the wornb, baby was curled up. His body
she hires thos posrbon.

When piddng baby up. 11:11Ch him Ana ebove
the kneecaps. would the thigh or tummy to
help lin prepare tor movement.

PrOillki "-dents hoe yen/ quickly. Use a
puma., neppre on S. bort* and allow for
lrequent but short awake periods.

Slip your Moir in the Nee Wawa child to !cid
stile leedirp. or way nerssage born °anew
pan wt.

Protect intent horn sudden sounds it posut4e.
but you can abisper and sing to hirn.

Chld organlzing breathing lath otter
Pile may take several weeks of

mortis deposing upon the thild's rreturity.

tiaturai lot provides good background for a
soft vac* and gent. touch.

These may Indicate %avow agnallon.
Reduce sensory**my (loud% sounds vssom
nximmnn.

That' ate 'overload' signals Pedro* scene of
the sensory actrnty

4"0
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Nurturing Journals
The Nurturing Journals are de-

signed for use by parents or primary
caregivers. Each book contains open-
ended questions or statements to help
parents reflect on the process of
parenting. The parents choose whether
to use the Journals and whether to
share this information with the inter-
ventionist. If the parents choose to
discuss the items in the Journals, the
interventionist may gain insight and
increased understanding of the more
complex issues important to the family.

Interactive Grow Pack
The Interactive Grow Pack repre-

sents the heart of interactive interven-
tion. It offers strategies for interactive
communication with parents, as well as
ways to enhance and encourage mutu-
ally satisfying interactions
between caregiver and child.
These materials help the
interventionist: attend to and
nurture the emerging capa-
bilities of child and parents;
announce and applaud suc-
cesses; assist in problem
solving relative to interac-
tions; encourage family inde-
pendence and autonomy; and
recognize the unique agenda
of each child and family.

Nurturing Journal

Things to Consow

PAyee. Iva
hear, enure
amid Noe lo

_La!'

I I know I must take care of myeelf in order to have the
health and energy to care for my baby. At leant once a day
I will take a 10mmute cat nap, walk. read good book, or
do sornethusg I enjoy.

I like to

2. I watch nd Itsten to my baby

Things I like to do oath my baby:

r.ROWING Nununno Journal

Interactive Grow Pack

PLAYTIME: BIRTH TO Ii MONTHS

Looking ct Listening:

Situation: While watching Mother and Anna play together you
notice that whenever Anna shows interest in a toy. Mom pute a
different toy in front of her and takes the other toy away. Anna
soon lose. interest in play altogether and crawls off to the other
side of the room. "I Just can't seem to keep her ttention: she won't
play with these educational toys that cost lot of money.- Mom
says.

Existing Strengths: Mom gets down to eye level when she plays
with Anna: child coos and looks at Mom otten.

Possible Interpretations:
Mom mar be thmkuneeelIng

can never do enough to keep Anna happy She's just like her sister.
and now rtly husband is upset hereon° I spent all this money on toss

or

I want to boo good mom, I hos the nght toys, and I want Ann in he
smart I wish she'd spend more ume with the toys i pick for her

nr

Why does Anna like the interventionist better than me'? She Iwavs
plays longer with her

Helpful Ideas:

Giving Information. 'You've done great job of providing lots of interesting
things for Anna to play with. She wems to like to make her own choice as
te which one rho wants This is very natural and shows that she has
opinions and ideas that an. uniquely hers.

&framing Naturally you are eager for Anna to play with educational toys
that you have picked, but she can learn from all aorta of things she chooses
as welt When she chooses something on her own, thin motivates her to
want to play and learn for longer penod of time We could work together
to find ways to encourage her development with the toy. she chottant

Commenting Anna certainly seemed interested in the pop.up toy She
played with it for quite a while.

ORC/WeK1 INTERACTIVE 011CAV PACK
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Interactions and Daily Routines
Books

The Interactions and Daily Routines
Books offer activity suggestions for each
skill or behavior listed in the Develop-
mental Observation Guide. Activity
suggestions are embedded into daily
routines, rituals, play, and interactions.
Information is provided to explain why
the behavior is important, and a child's
perspective is given as to how to best
support the development of the behav-
ior. Individual activities can be devel-
oped for use with individual families
using the activity planning sheets found
in the Master Forms Packet.

Developmental Observation
Guide

t %O.( %Pi arsh t it
I went, tour to lion, six Months

HERIAVIOR eAS: Step Up And Donn Height, such As Mow Step. Without
Polling

AREA: Csing My Senses

This alerts the caregiver to the child's perception of height and how she
maneuvers her body in space

Commentary:

No sooner did Ikora ro walk than I began noticing a most fascinating part
of our house, the grain As I tackle these to reach new heights of physical
agility, your lob gets more complicated Good luck in keeping me in one
place now'

Interactive Aativities:

Adjusting Rhythm Rectum my legs are not es long as your. and I am run
getting used to the idea of using my feet to go up or down. please don't pull
me up or down the stairs too fast! Slow your pace to match mine nd aft I
take each step. pause moment to let me catch my balance before we go on
to the next one.

Daily Routine Activities:

Going Planrs Moat tnps to the hbrary. church. or the doctor may involve
few stairs. If I really balk when I see those step. coming. be patient with
me: I may nnt yet know how far to gault my alana frorn one atm, to
another You can help by holding my hand. giving cues like big step nnw
and rxaegerating your own step as you show sue how to step up

Bedtime The washing up nd brushing teeth routine before bed MaV now
Involve small stool to help me reach the sink Help me to step up and
down seversi wiles before you let me do it for myself

nathtime Even though I may have been using the bathtub for some time
now. I may still need help climbing over and stepping out Help me figure
out rust how far it la to the ground by holding my hand and telling me when
to step down.

Partime A small slide or step.up box during outside or indoor play
activities would be a great way to help me practice stepping up and down.
You may need to hold iny hand and help me with my foot placement until I
get the hang of it.

Organization
of Senory

mu GROVIS.1 IHTEPACTICOMOAILY

a

35. Step up
n6 (lova,

twig:I-Its,

such as
stair step,

vAaoiut

St.triaces
ksartabo%,

grass,
etc).

36. Tolera
veil

xt re&

31. Tolerate
activities

such as

swingirig,
spinuing,

or rocking

ou play items
ttolerate

ves-

tibular
movement).

nclose

\ O. Transit:ottiroitt

one activity
to

61:11113610t:lerre

:gtoOts009eMtrogg;101:6:11,

?not
er v4Ithoutbecomitig,

ta. 'VI
a tew

Onutes
we ategoog.to

pck up

arouous
or upset.

to'is
old get

18561 to
go n

the cat .

bawls

'Look at the Mance(

teceNed
thtough

the

\ stun enhances
ecnnto

awaceness,

batance,
and 0,34000.

senSor'i

reas,
e.g.

39. 'legotiate
siMple

obstacle

?rotten%
so

inportant
to developm

COttrde

ensoty

sgr:Vire senses

enotosed
soaces

May indiCate
need

Strtrotebo-
undanesssr

Iseundo
ttntlostIcfs

body to

g andsealorna:rr:clos
e bo.s.es.

3S
Ck0t11'

nOle
Onserv e

how the
crotcl htsi

,,thoettg\satsogselhklev,re,

htsts

Al. V, se
on eCfectively

to

own

whg sornelihete
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Master Forms Packet
This packet of reproducible forms

assists the interventionist in carrying
out intervention which is family guided.
Forms included are designed to docu-
ment communications and observations,
develop a family generated
service plan, and develop
intervention suggestions
responsive to each indi-
vidual family being served.

Master Forms

GROWING Non Ne hops

INTERACTIVE AC

CNN t Nemo

GoaliStrategies.

Why is thts important'

Activity suggestions

GROWING INn to Now Pc..
DAILY ROUTIN

Goan Nome

GoabStrateme.

Why is this important?

Actardy suggestIons:

,

GROWING: Ont to Now. Pales* rm.. Clans

OBSERVING INTERACTIONS Casan we owner a For& onl rAnne env arnownonwoom Form 1

Look For. Listen To. and Encourage:

reepouding quickly to child. communication cues

malcing cooing or soothing bounds to child

mutual smiling and leaking

understanding and acting on child's signals to
'toper Mart activity

watching and listening to baby

holding child close to own body

pausto4 or waiting for child responee

gaung at child

adjusting activity level to child'n actenty level

telling child what is going to happen before
It happens

asking simple questions

getting down to child, eye level when talking
or playing

doing things at the cluld's pace

Ullungormaglovothild

touching, rocking, holding

pausing to pre child a turn

imitating child's actions or play sound.

Aims chasm

encouraging arploration

wailing for child to toU something completely

playing 'nth child

encouraging and pruning child*, uidependence

creating calm, relaxed atmosphere

having simple rules and routines

Others You Observe

GROWING. MASTER RAMS

Changes noted

I DAILY
ROUTINES :r4r:

Eve..
eskrtg bonds
omen, moron.

loWNE ORM
tf000molodanng
awl.**

moonebsterne
sansiscos
omens

cieento
outioor tvn.

GRONVO MASTER rORNs

Changes noted:

INTERACTIVE V"
STRATEGIES "drq

prang
II.9.0.13
luentiorq

paolootry ertlaWN downbing ctobts pay
pool. NMI Epnywoon orlon,* rowlly
Wm., Old* load admen myevo Ieednp chiefs OMR

GROWNG WRIER MOMS

Intervention is a complex process and
no set of materials can be expected to
stand alone in meeting the diverse
needs of families. Therefore, it is rec-
ommended that the ideas in Growing:
Birth to Three be implemented in col-

laboration with community referral
resources and intervention service
systems, and that these materials be
supplemented with the rich resources
outlined in the bibliography included
with Growing: Birth to Three.
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